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Abstract-There are many matrix inversion algorithms, some being widely known and others not 
as widely known. We will show that some of known elaborate formulas for matrix inversion can be 
derived by differentiating the logarithm of the determinant of a matrix by means of the top-down 
algorithm of automatic differentiation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For an n x n matrix A = (q) and its inverse B = A-l = (bij), the formula 
$ log(det A) = bji 
23 
is well known. Here bij’s are regarded as rational functions of independent variables aij’s, and 
equation (1) is understood as a symbolic relation. 
In the last decade, automatic differentiation has been attracting interests of theoreticians as 
well as of practicians, as a technique to automatically generate programs for computing the 
derivatives [l]. In particular, the top-down (or reverse) algorithm of automatic differentiation (in 
contrast with the bottom-up (or forward) algorithm) has many interesting features [2-71. It has 
been used also to establish a purely theoretical relation between the computational complexity 
of matrix inversion and that of determinant computation [8]. 
Applying the automatic differentiation to a program for computing log(det A), we can get auto- 
matically a program for computing B. In this paper, we will show that some of known elaborate 
matrix inversion formulas, which seem more or less strange at first sight, can be naturally derived 
in that way, 
2. TOP-DOWN ALGORITHM OF 
AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIATION 
Consider a function of many variables, f(zr, . . . , x,), defined by a straight-line program with 
N lines, the ith of which is of the form (i) w := cpi(zl, v), (‘) a w := (pi(u) or (i) w := prod(e, z, $, 
the last Nth line being of the form (N) f := . . . . Here, u, w and w are intermediate variables 
(including the input variables Zj’s and the function f itself), z and ; are vectors (of length l) 
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whose components are intermediate variables, (pi’s are unary and binary basic operations (four 
arithmetic operations and logarithm in the present case), and prod means the inner product of 
z and G. Each of the intermediate variables appears at most once on the left-hand side of an 
assignment statement. The variables appearing on the right-hand side are either input variables, 
constants or the intermediate variables which have already appeared on the left-hand side of a 
preceding line, whereas the left-hand side variable w is a new variable which has not appeared in 
a preceding line. 
The top-down algorithm computes the partial derivatives of the function with respect to all 
the input variables 21,. . . , 2, (and to all the intermediate variables) by means of the program 
whose ith line is of the form (i) D, := D, + %. D,; D, := D, + $j$. D,, (i) D, := %. D, 
or (i) Duj := Duj + Vj * D,; D, := D,i + Uj * D, (j = 1,. . . ,C), respectively, for i = 1,. . . , N. 
The program is executed from the N th line back to the lSt with the initial condition Df := 1, 
D, := 0 for u # f. Here D,‘s are the variables standing for 2. 
It is observed in an obvious way that the number of arithmetic operations needed for the latter 
program is proportional to that needed for the former (the number of operations for an inner 
product counted to be proportional to the vector length !). 
3. DERIVATION OF MATRIX INVERSION FORMULAS 
We shall consider variants of programs for computing f = log(det A) through LU-factorization 
of A. Variation in LU-factorization algorithms consists in that in the order of execution of 
elementary steps: 
for k := 1 to n do 
for i := k + 1 to n do begin 
3: sik := eik/CJkk; 
4: forj:=k+ltondo 
;; 
aij := aij - aikakj 
end; 
i: {computing log(det A) = c;=, lOg(akk) (symbolicaUy) } 
f :=O; for k := 1 to n do f := f + log(akk): 
Figure 1. Program for log(det A) through LU-factorization (Gaussian elimination). 
for k := 1 to n do begin 
for j := k to n do for m := 1 to k - 1 do 
Qkj := akj - ak,%j; 
for i := k + 1 to n do begin for m := 1 to k - 1 do 
C&k := aik - ahhk; 
aik := aikfakk 
end 
end; 
. + - { 7th and 8th lines in Fig. 1 } 
Figure 2. Program for log(det A) through LU-factorization (Doolittle’s elimination). 
Here, we will choose two popular algorithms, Figures 1 and 2, which are called ‘(Outer Product) 
Gaussian Elimination’ and ‘Doolittle’s algorithm’ in [9], respectively. 
Applying the technique of Section 2, we get the programs for B = A-’ shown in Figures 3 
and 4, where bij’s stand for Daji’s (not Daij’s), and Uij’s (i 5 j) and lij’s (i > j) indicate aij’s 
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1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
;; 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
‘in;;~;~t~ol; do for j _ 1 to n do b.. .- 0. 
:- rj.- 7 
for i := 1 to n do bii := l/Uii; 
{top-down differentiation } 
for k := n downto 1 do 
for i := n downto k + 1 do begin 
for j := n downto k + 1 do begin 
bki I= bki - Ukjbji; bjk e- *  bjk - bjilih end; 
bki := bki/Ukk; bkk Z= bkk - bhilik 
end; 
Figure 3. Program for computing E = A-’ corresponding to Figure 1. 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
;; 
9: 
10: 
11: 
ii; ilstw4th lines in Fig. 3. }; 
:= n downto 1 do begin 
for i := n downto k + 1 do begin 
bki Z= bki/Ukk; bkk Z= bkk - bkilik; 
for m := k - 1 downto 1 do begin 
b,i := b,i - Umkbki; bkm := bkm’- bkilirn end 
end; 
for j := n downto k do 
for m := k - 1 downto 1 do begin 
b tnk := b mk - ‘%n~ .b. . b. jk, jm := bj,,, - bjkZk,n end 
end; 
Figure 4. Program for computing B = A-’ corresponding to Figure 2. 
1: for k := n downto 1 do begin 
2: for i := n downto k -I- 1 do bki := -(cy=‘=,+, ukjbji)/Ukk; 
3: bkk := l/ukk - c;=k+, bkmlmk; 
4: for j := 1~ downto k + 1 do bjk Z= - xy=k+l bj;lik 
5: end; 
Figure 5. Rearrangement of the program in Figure 3. 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
;; 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
for k := n downto 1 do begin 
for i := n downto k + 1 do bki := bki/Ukk; 
bkk := l/u,& - c;=,+, bk,l,k; 
for j := k - 1 downto 1 do begin 
bjb I= -Ujkbkk; bkj Z= -bbklkj; 
for i := n downto k + 1 do begin 
bkj Z= bkj - bkilij; bjk Z= bjk - ‘Ujibik; 
bij Z= bij - biklkj; bji t= bji - Ujkbki erid 
end 
end; 
Figure 6. Rearrangement of the program in Figure 4. 
which we get after the LU-factorization in Figures 1 and 2. The 3’d and 5th line in Figure 1 
are transformed to the gth and gth line in Figure 3, and the 3rd, 5th and 6th in Figure 2, to 
the 10th, 6th and 4th line in Figure 4. The order of the transformed lines is reversed. Note 
that the initialization part (the 2”d and 3’d lines in Figure 3) includes the differentiation code 
corresponding to the Sth line in Figure 1. 
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A little natural rearrangement of program Figures 3 and 4 will make the programs Figures 5 
and 6, respectively. It corresponds to the sophisticated formula 
bij = ;ll;;bij - 2 biklkj, 
k=j+l 
bij = $ &j - 2 is j. (3) 
k=i+l 
for matrix inversion proposed in [ 10,l l], which have been derived by means of the relation UBL = 
I (A = LU, I: identity matrix). We may replace the 3’d line in Figures 5 and 6 with bkk := 
(l - c;=,+, uk,b,k)/ukk with the help of the second relation of equation (3). 
4. CONCLUSION 
We considered some variants of the algorithms of the matrix inversion. Although practical 
demand on matrix inversion itself may not be so large as that on solving linear equations, it is 
interesting to see that, applying the top-down automatic differentiation algorithm to the program 
computing log(det A) through LU-factorization, we can derive automatically programs which are 
equivalent to known elaborate algorithms for the inverse. It is easy to modify the program in 
Figure 5 using additional vectors so as to assign the same storage to the two matrices aij’s and 
bij’s for less space complexity [ll]. The operation counts of these algorithms are equal to one 
another, i.e., to 0(n3) multiplications and addition/subtraction and O(n2) (trivially reducible to 
O(n)) divisions. 
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